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EDITORIAL
EASTER 1997 - THE RESURRECTION OF THE
STUDENT MOVEMENT.

Of' Wednesday the 26th of April the student movement
in NSW tried something new. Or, to be accurate, tried a
tactic that had not been used seriously for years. They
occupied the administration of the University of Technol
ogy. and declared it under student control.

ThIS publication is an attempt to record the events of the
three days that students held the administration block,
and to discuss some of the issues that have been raised
3S a result of the action. It is also a guide to action for
activists who may want to try to co-ordinate such an ac
tion in the future and a chance for those who were in
voived to assess the strengths and failings of the three
days that shook the university.

Why UTS? The demonstration that became the occupa
tion was the NSW part of the national day of action called
by the National Union of Students, and organised by the
Cross Campus Education Network. The demands of the
NDA had focused on the threat of the Common Youth
Allowance and the possibility of up-front fees for under
graduate students being introduced at some universities.

Running through these central demands was the general
concern with the direction our education system is mov
ing. From the mid-eighties there has been constant pres
sure, from both Liberal and Labor, to transform the edu
cation sector from a publicly funded system to a user
;>ays one. Since the arrival of the Howard government
tnat process has moved up a gear.

An education system that is user pays is inequitable. It
reduces access to higher education for working e1asskids,
women , aboriginal people, and any other marginalised
group you care to name. It is denying people the human
right of education on the basis of their income. It is unac
ceptable ,

lJTS Council (the managing directors of UTS) had been
leading the charge of NSW universities in discussing the
possibility of introducing full up-front fees for some un
dergraduate places in 1997. It was regretful, they said,
out the government cuts and the academics pay e1aim had
left [hem with financial holes that had to be filled. Stu
dent fees was one way to recoup some of the lost money.

Student activists at UTS had organised around the issue
. before the academic year had begun, picketing and enter
ing (despite security's best efforts) a meeting ofUniver
si.y Council.The decision was deferred to a working party,
bur the issue had nOL been decided.

So come April 26 students from around the state went to
UT S to help apply a little pressure. The demonstration
entered the admin block, secured it, and decided to stay
until our demands had been met. It wasn't just about fees
anyrnore - it was also about who ran the university.

At 2.00am of the 29th 115 police, including members of
the State Protection Group (the TRG by any other name)
and the dog squad broke into the admin block using sledge
hammers. No warning given. The occupation was over.

The campaign continues, and everyone who came out of
the occupation is that much more aware of who the real
enemies are and how to organise to maximum effect. It
isn't over at UTS. It isn't over anywhere in the higher
education system. The message for both the government
and university management is simple - we will make their
institutions unworkable if they continue to attack, de
grade, and commodify public education. Wehope that this
publication will be a useful part of that process.

•

p Page 4 Dance proud, fuck safe, make revolution.
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occupation!
The occupation began as the National Day of Ac

tion on March 26th culminated in a peac~ful

occupation of the Administration block.
We occupied UTS because neither uni
versity managements, nor our gov

.e rnme n t , are interested in lis
tening to student voices. Collec

tive non-violent direct action
makes them listen.

'Jhe nature of uni:versi.ties, trilm:e the :int:arest:s of bJsi.
ness &: effi.c:i.ency averxule the :int:arest:s of sbD=mts

and.staff, means that our pater lies in stoppirg

the~ of that profit-ilBk:i.xv EI1t:eI:prise.
By occupyi.ng the actnin; stra.tia1 block, We can

paM!IDt "b1S;TlPSS as 'I1Sl1a ' " arx1~
the"h1Siness" of urs into cmewbeJ:e sbJdents
meap=ici:it;y.

we are determined DOt to sw:x:sner our occ:upat:ial unt;':
-the urs mmagenent pmucly state they will not introduce

upfiaL fees

-the federal goveXLDi&lt scx:aps the p:oposed 0 'I"OD Youth Allc::MEmCe aDd
WOrkFar IJhe Ik>le scbeme, aD3. instead pt'OVide a liveable inrxme far all.

the UTS
student

1Jbese:int:arest:s clearlypna"el those of the I,;'beral gcvm:n-
ment, with their proposed CCIIMIKm Youth Allowance and Work For the

Ik>le scbpne, arx1 :r:estzictia1s en access to.Aust:ud:Y.

(Text bel.oN' :fJ:an a flyer used to bl; ld the oocupat;Q'l en other uni.s) •

university managsnflmts have used fed
eral fuaiiDg aIts and staff PEI¥ J:ises as
an excuse to inplE!lll!nt additima1

fees,~ that ''maDey has to CCIIIe &an
saDlElWheie". But at tJTS, management~ cut I

1 i'twmy flJndirg by 1.2 mj";m do'}ars, vd'e FP""'J"iing

$3 mj" i en en :tefwrrbj shirg the Mnjni stratien officas. Oni.
verSity managements have shown that they m:e not interested

in the needs of sbxJents and the l:JE:oader CXIIIJIm;ty, but are ally
ccmce:med with prot.ecting their 0NEl EH' It l>itant salaries arx1 ocmdi.ti.cms
am the .int:erest:s of the ml.:iIv elite.

W.hy UTS?
Ul'S l'8S the first university to ftmlB11y consi,derinpl.eue .. iDg

Bcwaxd's fees-scbRne - this p«.p)Sal is currEI1tJ.y beiqi consiilm ed
by a warkiJJg party. :If this scbeme is inplElDE!lDted at Ul'S,

...1..-' little . . . ... I • -,--'
~a 18 Bb ,."XV 1ts '"plACH" a 'Q"l at ""-UCIL um.-

..,ptiER.
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... reproduced from a flyer circulated to students on
day two of the occupation...

*'nu.s is not a passive occupaticn
We are actively engaged in a variety of activities to publicise and ·gather

support for the occupation. For the past three days we have been contact
ing media, doing interviews for radio and newspapers, networking with
other groups under government attacks (such as trade unions), design-
ing and distributing leaflets, and painting banners. '

We intend to distribute our leaflets at central locations such as the Easter
Show, Central Station, and are focusing on the Equinox concert at Mac

quarie University for Saturday 29th. We also plan to drop a huge banner
from the top of the UTS building publicising the occupation, and aim to stop

traffic on Broadway to distribute leaflets. Bring your ideas!

*OrganisiDg OUrselves
We will stay until our demands have been met. As such, we anticipate a long-term

occupation. As well as organising to build it externally, we have organised
meeting the day to day needs of the occupation itself. We have set up col-:

lectives organising cooking, cleaning, activities, "networking", our space,
and the security of our occupation area.

We have morning and evening meetings where we discuss and plan our
activities and strategies. Someone is elected to facilitate the discussion,

and all resolutions are voted upon by the group. Everyone is encouraged
to participate and contribute ideas.

We have speakers coming in, films showing, music, table· tennis and games, as well as
. .

quiet spaces where people can sleep and study.

We need as many people as possible to participate in the occupation, so we urge eve
ryone to come in whenever they can and bring contributions such as bedding,

food, friends, and fun things to do'.

~uticms of the Group:
e To stay until our demands have been met.

eAll people who support our aims are permitted inside, but no uni man
agement representatives, police or security are to be permitted into this

student-controlled space.
e That we will not communicate with security except.through union delegates.

eTo respect the personal property and workspace of workers (not all these offices be
long to university fatcats)

eTo use phones, computers, faxes etc for "occupational" purposes, and study etc, but not for
purely social reasons.

, eMedia are not permitted inside the admin building, but will be spoken to out the
front.

eTo respect the privacy of fellow students and stay out of the Student
Records office.

eNot to damage property.
eNot to smoke inside the admin building.

Please respect the decisions of the group. If you have concerns about any
of them, or would like to suggest others; please raise this in the group

meetings.

We are unsure if there are cameras inside the building, but there are rumours that
there are. So beware, your actions may beon record.

*fu:mx for jollrirg us !

-

~ "Fi h f h 4' h b 1 '".~ Page 6 19 t or t e Ilg t to e azy. A ' !ogdll \1 1' the old lnduxui ul WOI" CI' 0"the Worl d.
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Socialist Worker Student Club, UTS.

ning of the education factory that is the modem
university. But to occupy - we assert our power
to stop that business from running.

Whi~h is .whythey uttima~e~cou~dn'tanow it to
connnue, In some ways .It'S so SImple - as stu
dents we are relatively powerless. The trade
unionist can stop production, can actually use
theirposition in society asone of leverage. If th~
students don't go to class the effect is nowhere
near the same. But when we occupy it's like a
bastardisedform of industrial action. Through this
tactic we really force the issue in a way that is
generany denied to us as students.

It takes political guts to do this. tt needs an analy
s~s that is uncompromisingly a class based analy
SIS where you know who your allies are (staff,
TAFE students, trade unionists - ordinary peo
ple ge~erally), and who. your enemies are (the
govemment, big buisiness, the uni management
- the ruling class). V¥hen we occupy we assert
these things in a concrete, creative, and power
ful way. And in a couple of short days we hope
fully gave these ideas currency that they haven't
had in student politics for a decade or more.

As a final note, thank you Tony Blake and the
NSW police service, for hardening up and
educating a layer of student activists.

We won't shift so easily next time.

Constable Care trying out some new community
outreacb techniques.
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During the occupation there
was continual, passionate,
debate about what to do
next. From the first day there
was an argument as to when
we should leave. There was
the "we've made our point,
this has been fantastic, but
let's go now; go out with a
bang" position. This was
counter-posed to the feeling
that we were just getting
started - that the potential for
this occupation to grow into
something new was huge.

What became. clear as the
days went by was that to re
main in the admin was to
assert the question who runs
the university. It was more
than the issue of fees. Think
about it - a rally can be con
tained, even a militant one.
A smashed window, a police
riot, this is nothing to the run-

1. OCCUPY, IT
WORKS.

This cannot be overstated. The liberals have con
sciously devolved decision making in higher edu
cation. It fits their ideological framework to have
VCs acting more as traditional CEO, and (as a
bonus) lets them partially off the hook. This
means that now, more than ever before, the de
cisions that will shape our education occur close

to us. We don't have to'travel
to Canberra just yet when
we can take on their repre
sentatives just next door.

After the debacle of the '96 collusion with
the Australian Vice-Chancellors Commit
tee, where students and staff of univer
sities invited our own bosses into an al
liance against the govemment (which the
VCs themselves broke, thank God) the
UTS action has a special significance.
By targetting UTS we stated, through our
actions, that the VCs were as much the
enemy as Howard. University manage
ment will tell you they regret the cuts, in
private they will bemoan what the govt.
is doing to their university, they. really
understand why we're angry. But they
still carry out the cuts when they're told
to. Some of them even see it as an op
portunity for their institution to corner a
bigger piece of the education market (eh,
John Niland?). So at UTS students took
a big step in saying that if you're not fight
ing on our side then you're on theirs.

1. THE UNIVERSITY
ADMINISTRATION
ARE HOT ON OUR
SIDE.

occupying. Not just because of duration, though
that was important. Not just because of
the police action that crushed it, thought
that too will be remembered. It was the
act of occupying itself that let us make
two central political points in the most
concrete way imaginable. .

Occupation meeting Thursday. Open and democratic decision
making. Try it - you'll like itl,

Then there's the
new 'ayer of ac
tivists. Educa
tion actiVist
groupsare reali
ties on a
number of NSW
campuses this
year, unlike in
'96 when the
campus activist
community
tended to be
limited to office
bearers . and
whatever so
cialists hap
pened to be
about. This shift
is to be wel
comed.

The Easter occupation of the UTS administra
tion has been referred to as the resurrection of
the student movement in NSW. Certainly, for
most of the participants it was the most powerful
form of political action they had ever undertaken.

The last few years has seen a change in the
quality of the student movement. Not surprising,
given the volatile nature of the world in general
and the chronic state of the higher ed. in particu
lar.This improvement can be seen in the increas
ing minority of students with a militant attitude
and a sense of confidence. .

But it was also
to be expected.
New govern-
ment, new
times, new
campaign reali
ties. What re
ally set the
Easter action
apart from pre
vious student
demos was the
actual tactic of

THIS IS NOT A
SPECTATOR
SPORT.

"The great are only great because we are on our knees. Let us rise!" Jirn LorKln 1913 . Page 7 ;p
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26th Marc 997
Wednesday 26th March - National Day of Action. Students from campuses around the state
came to the demonstration in Sydney.

. UT occupation gains
momentum"

Meeting begins. Speakers announce dernonds.Open rnlcrophone. Further talks on (
issues affecting students and youth in general. This meeting begins to make deci
sions based on an open democratic process. Party of five chosen to meet with the
Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Tony Blake was overseas at the start of the occupation so
we made do with hisflunky, Brian Low) to present our demands. At this stage there
was two different ideas among demonstrators as to future of octlon. One approach
was to leave at5.00pm, the other to stick it out.

Larg-e meeting . Ag reement to try to build a rally outside the admln for the next day e
1.00, 0 draw as many new students as possible.
Collectives are or~ised. . .
Media collective organise the plan 6hnedia releases and to attempt further cover
age on radio and internet. :
Kitchen. People begin to organise preparation of food for dinner and to organise
more food for the occupation. Collection done for big grocery shop, some Student
Unionsdonate money.
Security; Shifts set up, attempts made to secure all unused doors. In retrospect we
weren't seriousin barricading them. There's always next time.

Marshals Meeting- Volunteer marshals were informed as to the rally plan. Marshals
were organised to attend the intersections along the way.

~Rally begins at Belmore park, then moves to DEETYA building to focus attention on tr
. Common Youth Allowance. Proposal made to proceed tcYUTS to protest the threat (

up-front fees for undergraduates being introduced.

The delegation to management demands that management provides letters signee
by all counsellors stating a refusal to support upfront fees before the occupation
would cease.

~ Second delegation sent to the vc. Ther.e has been no change in sltuotlon, The deci
sion ismade to,continue the occupation. Now a urgency to get more people in
volved :- concentrated effort made to phone all known activists in Sydney. Access tc
th~ lnternet made.

The aticnal Day of
tion focused upon the pro
po e Common Youth 110 anc
(CYA) hich will exacerba e
the poverty of over 00.0 0
oung people The CYA will

amalgamate all exi ting wel
fare payments for oun peo-
ple, including u ud
Abstudy, unemploymen
ments and appren ice
trainee wages.

The UTS occupa ion ha
gained great uppor from
tudents outraged at the

prospe of 1 p-frcnt
fees in 1998 a UTS. which
will e tablish a preceden
for t er univer itie to
follow.

held

"The e regr ive meas-
ures will particular] affect
already marginal! e group
such as Indig nous peopl,
queers . women. low income
earner and regional stu
dent" said Mr Andrew Burke,
President of the Na ional
Union of Students ( W).

~ Page 8 If I cant dance , I don 't want to be part of your revolution." Emma Goldmun,
~(t.-
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Poster run.

Clean up begins. Admin block vacuumed, rubbish collected, and recycling sorted,
Breakfast begins. Hare Krishnas get into the act by providing food.

Bedding. A mini-van goes on a tour of inner city suburbs, picking up blankets and
sleeping bags from people's houses.
Trade Union liaison. Argument made for staff liaison for campus and to try to get
endorsement form other, non-education, unions. Plan to send out people next day.
From this time onwards internet access denied and the phones begin losing STD ac
cess. The meeting isstill going, as people wander in and out. There is a discussion
about our relationship to private files and staff personal effects.
Decision made to respect these": based on a desire to notalienate support staff who
are as ripped off as we are.

CD Gene;al festlvltlesoccur. A DJ comes in and plays. People get fairly out of it (it's been
a long day). Videos watched include the Simpsons and Land and Freedom.

~ Ben and Greta turn up late with their decks and a good PA, but people are getting
tired and aren't into it (sorry). Bizarre meeting to decide whether the music should
stop and people sleep or not.. .."1 think it should keep going because I've only been
dancing for ten minutes." etc. Music moves off to carpark.

"If I can't have a revolution, then I don't want to dance." Some bloke. Page 9 ~
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•

"Polic do e
c up tion"

"'IIlIiI1iIIl.rIi' Morning Meeting. Discussion of our demands and the 1.00pm action. Teams of
leafletters and posters form and move out.
Plan for basic running of occupation refined:
* When media started to film meeting they were expelled and the decision was rrx
to ban media from entering the administration.
* Decision made to not tamper with anything reinforced.

Skeleton crew in admin with people running around UTS drumming up
support for rally. Some in the Students ' Association office sending messages to othe
institutions and activist networks. Some people go to work, some go home, some g
to their own universities to put up UTS posters.

~ Rally. About 200 people. mostly students. A speaker from the JTS branch of the NTE
addressed the rally, to her credit pledging support for the occupiers demands. Rei
good atmosphere - morale high.

~ Meeting - what next? Strong debate as to next step. Resistance argues for demo f.
withdraw at 5.00pm, to "go out with a bang". Opposition to this - sentiment that WE
can stay until our demands are met. Debate follows. Vast majority vote to stay. We
decide that if numbers ever drop below thirty that first priority to get onto phones tl
build up numbers (it never proved to be necessary).
Privacy issue brought up again. Made very clear that we had to respect staff and
student files, and staff personal property. Downstairs students records locked by gr<
decision. Decision made to produce flyer for people who come into the occupatic
new, explaining what collective decisions had been made.
Use of recreational drugs at the occupation discussed. Collective decision that an
recreational drug use to occur outside - we didn't want to give the cops an eXCUSE
More organisational details:
* political, educational, informative and entertaining videos displayed,
* repairs made to the roof where it was used to access rooms . Analysis made to kn
where everything was to make certain of no tampering . Organisation of cleanups
vacuuming washing up etc
* banners made.
* media releases/solidarity requests continue.
* trade union support work can't really progress - most Sussex St. union officials seer
to have got an early start to the long weekend. Decision made to leave it until nex
week (assuming we last that long).

~ People eating, laughing, talking, arguing, singing, cleaning. Someone gets hE
of an guitar and is possessed by the departed ghosts of Janis Joplin and other suet
entertainers. Opinion issharply divided over this development. Most people get inf.
though.

Some people begin to stir.

4ID lights on, remaining sleepers wake up. Vacuuming done, general cleanup, brewed
coffee, and breakfast.
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Easter Sunday evening over seventy people turn up for the meeting. Has to move up
to Town Hall square (in hypothermic winds). Discussion on all aspects of occupation.
Meeting does three things:
1. Chance for people to debrief in the aftermath of the polic:;e action.
2. Discussion of strengths and weaknesses of the occupation.
3. Planning for the up-coming demonstration - the back to UTS rally.

Meeting out the front of NUS. About thirty to forty attend. Massive security presence.
Student possessions being deposited in mini-skip by contract cleaners. People still in
shock from night before.
Some discussion of the nights events - decision to go to equinox with revamped flyer.
A small group volunteer to remain out the front and let people who turn up to partici
pate know what happened. Meeting planned for the following evening at NUS.

115 police officers enter occupation using sledgehammers on outer door and crow
bars on inner.
* Students who tried to leave were dragged back inside
* Students screaming that they wanted to accompany police peacefully when being
moved in wrist and finger locks had the locks tightened.
* One student who exited 9 room had a police dog ottock her then was dragged in a
wrist lock to the group who had formed in a circle in the main meeting room. An
other student had a dog attack hisarse!!
* Everyone massed into the main room. The Canberra student who had been bitten
on the bum was yelling for medical attention, showing the arse bitten out of hispants.
People had to request medical attention for the woman who had been bitten. She
was unable to ask for it herself as she was in shock.
* Police surround students. They've got batons, crowbars, attack dogs. and an ugly
attitude. We've got pyjamas.
* Students were being grabbed and forcibly removed from admin, where they were
charged with either occupying an enclosed space, or disturbing the peace. Then
photographed and placed in paddywagon (11 people in total). They were later
released. Two.of the students insisted that they be charged. They were again told to
leave and had their arrest forms torn up.
*Students made demands for a five minute reprieve from these police actions to
have a group discussion on their actions, accepted by the officer in charge. Some
police ignored this demand and continued to forcibly remove students. Students
agreed on passive exit upon attaining personal items. Police agreed, but with the
restrictions that each student be accompanied by two cops. Students demanded
that they be allowed to move in groups of two and that female students only need
one officer. Heavy restrictions still set on movement within building. Once out of
admin all equipment thoroughly searched' by scum! Sometimes neglecting the law
of only sergeants performing bag searches.
* Police stated any items removed not belonging to oneself. then one would be
charged with theft. In spite of their searches, no student charged with theft. Told that
all seized equipment would be available for pickup the following day from the police
station.
* All computer disks, videos and camera film confiscated, including student assign
ment and thesiswork etc.
* Once outside ambulance arrived and officers attended injured students - the two
students mauled by dogs, student hit by police baton, those suffering from bruising,
shock and other injuries through excessive force.
* Students decided to go back to NUS office where they organised meetings, media,
and the petitioning of Equinox.

Meeting:
* Expansion of groups with greater focus on output/jobs to be done.
* Morale increase with faxes from other universities around the world informing of
verbal/financial support. Declarations of financial contributions from Australian stu
dent associations.
* Funding pool made.
* Further discussionsof security. Again, we know better for next time.
* Multiple banner production
* Discussionon immediate tasks to build numbers. Idea of mass leafleting at Equinox
(music festival at Macquarie University). Pamphlet designed and printed. Numbers
organised for its distribution. Arguments as to whether focus solely on Equinox or in
c1ude general poster running, Glebe and Bondi markets, Eastershow.

Saturday.

TheStruggle Continues....

Sunday.

Bouganville support meeting. The occupiers invite Moses Havini and Vicki Johns from
the Bouganville Freedom Movement to speak on the situation in Bouganville.

~ Critical mass rally does solidarity ride by. (Critical Mass isa monthly bicycle demo,
where hundreds of cyclists take over the streets). Bouganville meeting takes a brief
break.

Send in the army Blake. were BACK. Po st-occupation ~I()~,lll. Page 11 -p
~~:-
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"one of these two is not \ike the other..."
Somewhere, probably deep in the bow
els of Police Headquarters in College
Street, there's an officer of Her Majesty's
Constabulary whose job it is to come up
with interesting code names for police
operations. One can only guess what
thoughts ran through their mind when
they were briefed to come up with a name
for the operation to remove the students
who were occupying UTS.

"Operation Big Dog? No, too obvious.
Operation Stifle Dissent?
Hmmm. Could be interpreted
the wrong way. Hmmm. Some-
thing upbeat, something for the
young people, I think. Opera-
tion Excellent Adventure? No ..
Aha! I have it! Operation Socra-
tes!"

History will probably never
record just why the name Opera
tion Socrates was selected. Con
sidering who Socrates was, and
what he stood for, it does seem
to be a peculiarly ironic choice.

Socrates was' a Greek philoso
pher who lived from 469 to 399
BC. As a young man, he fought
in three Athenian military cam-

I .

paigns, distinguishing himself in
each of them by his bravery, in
difference Ito fatigue, and re
markable physical endurance,
characteristics which were much
more readily found among the
students than amongst the mem
bers of Operation Socrates. In
later life he entered public of
fice, and gained a reputation for
moral courage in resisting
illegalities. It is unlikely that
Socrates faced police brutality or
the attempted imposition of il
legal fees for students, but it is likely that
he would have opposed them if he had.
As for moral courage ...Professor Blake,
are you still reading this?

At the age of 70, Socrates was charged
with "corrupting of youth", for opening
the minds of young people to new ideas.
He refused to accept the charge (which
carried only a small fine) 'opting to fight
it instead. As a result, he was sentenced
to death, but rather than accept death at
the hands of the state he committed sui-

cide. Equally, the occupation of UTS was
a demonstration that students are not
prepared to accept the increased fees and
charges which threaten to corrupt av
enues of equitable access to higher edu
cation. Students will fight these charges,
and we will neither be silenced by the
state nor follow Socrates' example by ly
ing down and dying.

It is also interesting to note that Socra
tes' philosophy sought to examine con-

cepts like justice, equity and ethics. These are
precisely the questions that the occupation sought
to raise in relation to higher education. Just as the
work of Socrates provoked a shift in Greek philo
sophical thought to these issues, as opposed to
considerations of nature and the cosmos, the work
of Operation Socrates has ensured that the minds of
students are more firmly focussed than ever on the .
need to work and fight for an equitable higher
education system.

Perhaps the crowning irony, however, is
that one of the primary techniques used
by Socrates (the doctrine of formal argu
ment known as the "Socratic method")
is to draw out your adversary by feign
ing ignorance, and asking a series of ob
vious and simple questions. The igno
rance and internal contradictions of YOUIi

adversary will then be clearly exposed
for all to see. The aftermath of the occu
pation has in fact exposed both the Uni
versity administration and the Federal

Government in this way.

The lack of commitment by the
University administration to ad
dressing student concerns has
been Iaid bare by their failure,
even now, to deal with the issues
which the occupation highlighted.
Their inability to see past tne
physical fact of the occupationts
seen most obviously in the lettef
which the Vice-Chancellor mailed
to all students. The V-C had a/per
fect opportunity to reassure stu
dents of his commitment to' their
interests; instead, he chose to
spread his own propaganda in re
sponse to the "false claims made
by various groups." "

!

Equally, the response of the Fed
eral Government to the, occupa
tion has provided yet more proof
(if any more were needed) that
there is quite a lot of ignorance to
be found in that direction. ThE
reported comments of Jackie
Kelly, Liberal MPfor Lindsay, that
occupiers were "dreadlocked yob·
bos" avoids the issues involved in
the occupation, and also ignores
the fact that the fight against cuts
to education draws together Cl

very diverse and broad-base
group of students.

Thus, the choice of Socrates as the pa;
tron of the police action appears not t <!
be one which the philosopher himsell
would have supported. The lesson;
Those who don't learn the lessons of his
tory are condemned to stuff things u~

now and again. This isa lesson whicf
applies just as much to university admin
istration as it does to that nameless on
ficer in College Street.

P Pagel] Be reasonable. Demand the impossible.
~t"....



The arm of the woman who "claimed" she was
bitten by a police dog.

Oh, we try to
ensure that
the number
remains.
They get two ,
sometimes
both of them
get injured
and it takes a
day or two to
get new ones,
but we tend to
try to keep
those people
away from the
front line.

Why was
photo
graphic film
removed
from a stu
dent's cam
era, and
will it be
returned?

heard of that one before.

Will the police use this sort of force in
the future?

There's no doubt in the world that if the stu
dents are silly enough to try it again they.will
not get in... and if they do, we will go straight
in and get them out... look, I might sympathise
personally with you, but that has got nothing
to do with it.

Have you met with other Vice Chancel
lors?

Thank you officer.

JI ll.
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haven't got the answers to it, but at the end of
the day I only get paid for doing my job.

Did the police display their badges in
the raid?' .
Yeah they had them on. You will find occasion.
ally that they don't because they're only pl astic
garbage things and a lot of them get pulled off
(crap, no one was resisting, they were all too
scared)... and you'll get the occasional one ~at
just hasn't got them on, because I mean they re
just garbage.

But it is the law that police have to
display
their badge
numbers.

I don't know,
I've never

That would depend entirely on the university
the Senate, not just the Vice Chancellor, would
have to make the decision.

So if a.stmtlar situation occurred at say,
Sydney University, the police would
have no basis for coming in?

No

Well, we hope you found
this as comforting as we
did. Turn ahead to the
personal accounts of the
raid - itdoesn'tpalnt
nearly as cuddley a
picture. '

I don't know, but whenever
you get people going over
the top you get the whole
community tagging them
and it's only too quick to
do so, as they would do to
us you know. Everyone is
quite happy to believe that
we went in with jack boots
and a dozen dogs and tore
the hell out of the students,
where as the truth lies
between the stories.

But you're not winning
them (the public) ... if there
is a valid rationale behind
their argument, and I'm
sure many will say there is,
what they're seeing on
television is losing you so
much credibility.
Can you suggest any
more effective means
of demonstration?

And how the media
presents it.

And how it presents it ... I

This is another amazing part to me, you get a
group in there and clearly the>: hav: no r~ght

to be there, occupying a place m a SIege situa
tion saying, we're sitting here, go to hell. Th~re
is no way you can remove a group like that m a
reasonable way... I think sometimes the expec
tations of the people in there are a little bit,
urn, unfair.

What do you mean. The students we~ not
going to allow us in there. We had tned to get
in there and got ordered away... so did their
own university security... they controlled to
tally that whole area.

Why were no 'a m b u l a n ce s called when
students asked for medical assistance?

There was no demand for an ambulance.

Yes there was and police did nothing, so
the students had to call one themselv.es.

Are they drug squad dogll

They can do drugs (!) but they weren't there
for that reason, they can do explosives (!!) and
they can do people (!!!) ••. We assumed we
would have people hiding in places... they (the
dogs) had nothing to do with the main thing
(eviction), we wouldn't put them in contact
with a group of people.

One woman was injured by a dog.

No she wasn't. She claimed she was injured by
a dog. I debriefed both dog handlers the fo~low

ing morning. We don't control the cr?wd WIth
dogs because dogs can't make value Judge
ments, the handlers can, but it's too much to
expect of the dog.

Why did the police not announce t~eir

entry, nor give the demonstrators time
to leave orderly, but herded them up?

But no ambulance came.

An ambulance came, but they now have
no record of it.
(After this interview was recorded the "tnls
placed" report of that night turned up. The
report indicates that a female student was
treated for shock and a dog bite to her arm.)

You have to understand that people
there felt that this is the most desper
ate situation, that no one is listening
and that all other channels are closed.

In the aftermath of the
occupation, the Sydney
University' student paper Honi
Soit interviewed acting
District Commander Terry
Andrews, the cop who. was
responsible for operation
Socrates. Here Terry tells how
it was done...

Why were the police. called in to rem.ove
the students occupying the UTS admin
istration building?

The police were asked to by the university...I
think they (the university Council) thought, at
the end of the day you can only put up with so
much, and at the end of the day we've still got
to run our business. You have to understand
that only one was a UTS student, there was .
estimated $40,000 in damage plus and addi
tional $70,000 cost to the administration.

There was definitely more than one UTS
student and the students claim that a
lot of the damage done was in the po
lice raid.

That's not true and the information on the
student we got from UTS security.

Did the police anticipate violence from
the students and to have to make ar
rests?

Is that why police
dogs were taken in?

We had police dogs in
there to do 2 roles; one
was to protect their (the
police's) back which is to
go In behind them; and
the second team was to
do the searches of all the
offices.;

We didn't particularly want to arrest anyone
and fortunately we
didn't. We have had some
very bad incidents with
that particular group, the
student union movement.
We had a particularly
bad one last year where a
lot of police got injured,
'where a small number of
.them'caused an inordi
nate amount of bloody
damage and injury, more
so than any other group
of demonstrators we
have. We have to plan so
that we don't have to
fight, so that we can
control the situation in
an orderly way.

"The policeman isn't there to create disorder. He's there to preserve Page 13 ~~
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*material used isfrom the
Activist RightsHandbook with
the permission of Tim Anderson

The 10 Commandments
(the 'revised' edition)

When the law contravenes democratic rights,
they should be opposed and broken.

We have rights and responsibilities. not be
cause the state bestows them, but because they
are inherent in our social being. Where the state
has often denied our right to resist or obey, we take
back our right to participate actively in our
society, and by doing so we empower
ourselves and our community. This is
an outline of what rights student
activists do have, so that we may
understand the law, not so that we
obey it. but that we can take
control and make informed deci
sions.

This isan assertion of our rights
which already belong to us. but it is
also a recognition that we live in a
society which has a cohersive
apparatus that affects us and, on
occasions, we may choose to obey
or to oppose, The state does not
define our rights but it may influence
the way we choose to express them.

1. YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO
PROTEST

Crimindlising political dissent has
long been on the political agenda. Claims
of "you have the right to protest, so long as you
stay withi(l the tow: have to be understood within
thiscontext.

Plan your action. Collectively decide what
you want to achieve. and the risks youfre prepared
to take before you start. This might seem rather
obvious, but it isessential. Attempts to foresee
obstacles (including police action) will help you
develop several contingency plans. Thingsrarely
go as planned.

Organise video coverage of all major actions.
This helps to restrain police violenceand can pro
vide valuable evidence if needed later. in exposing

the fabricated police evidence that often follows
multiple arrests at actions. Police fear video cover
age. They will either (a) moderate their behaviour
(b), try to seize the camera. Violent attacks on
photographers are common by both NSWand
Federal police (usually followed by false charges
against the photographer to cover the police
attack). On occasions police take video footage
(by request or by warrant) to prevent it being

, subpoenaed by defendants; thisoc
curred when police raided

the student occupation at UTS on the 29th
ofMarch 7997. Security for photographers has to

be planned. There can either be people assigned
to "buffer" the photographers from police, or the
camera people can act from a safe distance with
a zoom lens. Plan to prevent the police from seizing
your cameras and film. If you have useful photo
graphic evidence of demonstration arrests try to
keep it safe and secret from police, and make it
available to the victims of the police action.

2. POPULAR ADVERTISING AND GRAFFITTI

Popular advertising: posters, stickersand
tasteful and well-placed graffiti are valuable, but
possibly illegal tools of the trade.

Plan your popular advertising with this in 11

(a) police will charge you for graffiti, (b) police
generally make you pull down posters instead c

charging you. (c)private security guards who SI
posterers at work wnl give chase as if you are a
axe murderers. set up a look-out and make sur
that you have an escape route. The person or
organisation authorising a poster isnot liable fo
any offence connected with the act of stickin~
poster to the wall. It isnot an offence to prodU<
poster. It isa criminal offence to "publish· any
material defamatory to a person with the "inte
cause seriousharm". or where serious harm is

probable (s.50 NSWDefamation Act
(1974)).The Maximum Penoltv is3 yl
jail. fine or both.

3. CRIMINAL CHARGES THAT
GIVEN TO STUDENT ACTIVISTS

I

The normal range of criminal
charges are open to university autt
ties in dealing with student dissent (
actions. But initiating criminal cna«
can be an embarrassment to the
administration, so many potential
criminal charges are dealt with thrc
internal disciplinary procedures. If yl
are not a student (or staff member)
rights on campus are broad but qUI
fled, so officers of a university can

legally order you leave (for whatever reason) u
the trespass laws of NSWInclosed Lands Protec
Act.

All Australian Universitieshave some form I

internal disciplinary procedures (usually in the E
laws under the Act of that university) which prc
penalties for both staff and students who breal
university rules.There isa general offence of
"breech of discipline· or "rnlsconduct" under 11
university's rules or By-laws (check your universi
rules in the university calendar for the specifics
the procedures). Universitiesnow make it cl cor
tion of enrolment that students agree to abide
the university rules. Note that no university auth
(senior executive or security guard) can order 1

~ Page 14 "Law is merely an expression of the will of \he strongest." B,'u"L\J:IIII'."'..-.



to do something that they are not empowered to
do under the university's Act. You need not obey
any unreasonable or oppressive direction.

If you are questioned by university authorities
in circumstances where it ispossible that discipli
nary charges may be laid, you should follow the
same course as if you were being questioned by
police: Le" decline to answer any questions until
you have had independent advice from a lawyer
about your rights.

4. SECURITY GUARDS

Security guards generally have no more legal
power than the average citizen, except (a) when
they are sworn in as "special" constables, and (b)
when there issome extra power given by the
university ruies. At Sydney University for example, a
prescribed officer (which includes security guards)
may give directions to students which are consist
ent with university rules. This does not mean they
can tell you to do anything. Sydney University
guards actually have a power that police officers
do not: if a student does not produce particulars of
identity to a prescribed officer it isdefined as
"rnisconduc t". Avoid any conflict between students
and security guards by negotiation with their union.

5. POLICE AND YOUR RIGHTS
Police have a few more powers than ordinary
citizens. However they are an armed force
supported by the state and those in positions
of power. .

Police have some wider powers of arrest than
citizens, but they have no other formal rights. Their
power comes from the fact that they are armed,
equipped and organised, backed by the state;
supported by the rich, promoted by the mass
media and accepted by those who have not
questioned the trappings of state authority.

Conflicts with police do not necessarily iead to
arrest. There isoften room to negotiate and avoid
problems. Remain calm and dignified when deal
ing with police. A court case can be a long and
drawn-out ordeal, of little use to anyone and worse
than most penalties for minor offences. Avoid a
court case if ot all possible!

Police have a duty to prevent a "breach of
peaceN, which means they may intervene to stop
damage to property. Notice however that prevent
ing breaches of the peace does not entitle police
to take you away somewhere (as police tried to do
to with two students at the occupation of the UTS
administration building), or to take your property.
They can take you away if they intend to charge
you with an offence. Property can only be seized if
it is to be used as evidence of some offence.

NOTE: the formal power of the police is less
than popularly imagined, and can be challenged,
Much-of police power depends on bluff and bully
ing . Police insisting on your "co-operotion" means
that they want your obedience. Have a basic
human respect for police. not a subservience
through fear or a misguided acceptance of the
need for a one-sided co-operation.

6. POLICE SPIES

All Australian police forces have units which
engage in spying on political activists. Tosome
extent they duplicate the efforts of. and work
loosely together with ASIO. Theseunits are usually
called "special brunches" and while many of their
members are ordinary "plain clothed" police
officers, their activities have nothing to do with the
prevention or detection of crime. Police "special
bronch" (or similar units) collect information on
individuals and groups, mostly from the left, trade
unions and ethnic groups. Their rationale isthe
need to prevent possible future conflict or violence
but in practice they collect gossip and half-truths. '
Police "Norkst-sre often instructed to steal docu
ments, including address books, financial records
and letters. If you suspect a person to be an in
former, act cautiously and leave them in their
place.

7. IDENTIFICATION
You are not obliged to give police your name
or address, except in limited circumstances
(e.g. , when driving a car). If arrested, police
may hold you until they obtain some identifi
cation. It is NOT an offence to give an as
sumed name.

Generally speaking. you do not have to
identify yourself to -police. (f you give police an
assumed name, any charges (or convictions) will
be recorded in that name, which will then become
an official alias.

Many people use more than one name and
there is nothing wrong with this. A second name is
not necessarily a false name.

However there may be little to be gained by
refusing to identify yourself (police can also be
asked to identify themselves) and there may be
some tactical disadvantages. First. if arrested, it
can make it difficult for friends to locate you. Sec
ond. if police are not satisfied that they have
identified you. they may delay your release on bail
until they are satisfied.

1/1/
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8. THE RIGHT TOSILENCE.

Whatever you decide about your identifica
tion. always assert your right to silence when being
questioned by police. This means that you make no
statement to them about any offence of which vou
are suspected. Anything at all you say to police
can be used as evidence against you.

Claiming your right to silence does not mean
thot police may not continue to ask you questions.
It does not mean that your refusal to answer ques
tions isevidence of your gUilt. The best way to
handle police questioning is to say literally nothing
in response, or to say "I do not want to say anything
until I have spoken to my lowver", The NSW Police
Commissioner Instruction 31 .10says that police
should persist in questioning a person who makes it
clear that they will not answer.

It isnot a breach of your to silence to ask for a
drink of water. a coffee or to ask police to stop
hitting you. But do not be drawn into chit-chat with
them; this ishow they try and get people to open
up. But refusing to be questioned may not prevent
police verballing you- fabricating a statement
which contains "oornlsslors" to some offence. NSW
police do this regularly, and as an activist you can
not stop them from doing this. However you can
take out some insurance against this practice by
making a STATUTORY DECLARATION, signed and
dated as soon as possible. in which you state: If
questioned or under suspicion by police I will,.as
my legal right, not answer any questions or make
any statement.

9. SEARCH AND SEIZURE

Even with a search warrant police are only
authorised (by a magistrate) to search premises for
specified items. Except in very limited circum
stances, police have no right to search your
premises, your vehicle or your person without a
search warrant. Monitor the search c.arefully. using
available witnesses, tapes and cameras where

ATTENTION:
It is important to remember
that when you are contacted by
police at anytime after an in
cident like the UTS Occupa
tion, you are under no obliga
tion to answer any questions
put to you.

The UTS Occupier editors say
that if police start asking you
about the UTS occupation
now, contact the Redfern Le
gal Centre on (02) 9698 7277.

Don't be alone when you're
interviewed by police.

"U th bd' " ~ser pays means e asses on 1. Soc;u!iS! Worker journalist. Page 15 ~~
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possible. Without a warrant, police may enforce a
search if they have "reasonable suspicion" that
they will find evidence of a crime, or if they are
given permission by the occupier. Where possible
refuse all illegal searches

Check every item police attempt to take
away, and ensure that your witnesses see that
police do not plant or falsely "find" anything. lnsist
on a detailed receipt for anything that is taken- this
can be cross referenced with the report to the
magistrate.

If you are gOing to be in a situation of risk
(such as an occupation), do not carry with you any
0:: the following: any illegal drugs; address book
(other than lawyers' phone numbers); more keys
than you need; anything else you do not want
police to seize.

10.ARREST

An orrest occurs when any two of the follow.:
Ing nappen:

a police officer tells you that you are being
arrested

the police officer physically touches you (e.g..
bv a hand on the shoulder),

It is an offence to resist or hinder a legal arrest
(s.546 NSWCnmes Act). It IS not necessarily an .
offence to passively avoid arrest, for instance by
lying down. You do not have to help police arrest
you. but they may then use "reasonable force" to
roke you in. It isnot an offence to run away before
an arrest takes place, but it is better to walk away
from police than run as (a)there is less likely chance
of being shot in the back (b) running away may
iater be represented in court as evidence of your
"consciousness of gUilt".

Let other people know you have been ar
rested and where you are. This is fundamental. Only
then can others help to release you.

These are the things police may demand that
you do, but which you do not have to do:

>answer police questions
smoke a signed statement
»subrnlt to a degrading body search
>join an "identification" parade
>fill out any forms (police also collect hand
writing samples)

:>handle any objects given to you by police
(beware of leaVing fingerprints)

>give any blood or tissue samples (unless there
is a court order) .

:>go anywhere with them other than a cell or
room until they have processed your charge
and bail papers. .

Police routinely take
fingerprints and photo
graphs. they only have a
legal backing to demand this
if there isa question to your
identity you can resist giving
fingerprints. however this
may couse them to delay
(though not by much) your
release on bail.

WHAT WILL YOU BE
CHARGED WITH

Usted below are some
of the most comrnor.
charges arising from actions
in New South Wales and on

Federal property.

Obstruction- This is often used when police
want someone out of the way. They will allege that
you were in some way preventing "the free pas
sage of a person, vehicle.or vessel in a public
place" (s.6NSW Summary Offences Act (1988»)

Trespass- There are several trespass-type
offences, under state and federal law. The oldest
federal penalises a person who "trespasses or goes
upon any prohibited Commonwealth land" (s
89(1) Commonwealth crimes Act (1914»). Other
Federal trespass laws ban trespass on "premises" in
a Territory or the Commonwealth (s. 11 (1) &12(1)
Commonwealth Public Order (Protection of Person
and Property) Act (1971). The NSWlaw isdirected
at private property, and isdirected at "unlowful
entry" and a refusal to leave someone's property, it
isan offence to "enter the enclosed lands of any
other person. without the consent of the owner or
the occupier" (or to) remain upon the inclosed
lands of another person after being requested to
leave those lands" (s.4(1). lnclosed Lands Protec
tion Act (190 1»). This iswhat the police tried to
charge the students at the occupation at UTS on
the 29th of March. Since no request was given by
the Vlce-ChoncellotIorw "attack-dog" Blake or by
the NSWpolice before their raid, the police would
have made false arrests if they had arrested any
students. •

Unlawful Assembly- The NSWlaw dates back
from 1929 and it defines unlawful assembly as "any
assembly of five or more persons whose common
object is by means of intimidation or injury to come
pel any person to do what she isnot legally bound
to do or abstain from doing what she is legally
entit1ed to do"( s.545C NSWCrimes Act (1900)).
Also under s.23 of the NSWSummary Offences Act
(1988) organisers of public assemblies such as rallies
and marches can have their functions "author
ised" by notifying the Commissioner of Police in
writing of their intention. The Commissioner can
then "outhorise" the assembly, or apply to a judge
for an order to prohibit the .
event. Not that this proce
dure needs not be followed,
for many successful mass
actions are held without
police permission and with
out police intervention. The
only advantage in having
the event "authorised" is that
(by s.24) you cannot be
charged with unlawful entry
or obstructing traffic. The
disadvantage is that police
might try to prohibit the
action leading to conflict if
the action proceeds.

Offensive behaviour-The NSWlaw against
offensive behaviour or language states that it is
offence to 'use offensive language or behovloui 'I
or near. or within view or hearing from a public
space or school" (s.4Summary Offences Act
(1988»). "Public Space" is widely defined to inciud
private property open to or used by even a srnof
number of members of the public . 90%to 95% 01
those charged with offensive conduct or languag
are convicted in NSW and most of these are finec

Resist or hinderpolice- It isa federal offence
to "intentionally and knowingly obstruct, resist.
hinder, use violence against. threaten or intimidat€
a member of Federal·Police carrying out a "tunc
tion or duty" (s.76 Commonwealth Crimes Actl.Tr»
maximum penalty is two years imprisonment. IT IS C

state offence to "resist or hinder", or to incite some
one else to "assault. resist or hinder a member of
the police force in execution of his duty", includin~

the making of an arrest (s.546C NSW Crimes Act) .
~Resisting" means opposing by terce: "hindering"
means causing an arrest or other police action to
be more difficult to carry out, It isnot an offence te
passively resist arrest. or to run away before an
arrest is completed. It isnot an offence to resista!
hinder a police officer who isnot acting in execu
tion of his or her duty, such as making an illegal
arrest or the use of excessive force,

Assault Police-NSWlaw makes it an offence
to "assault resist or wilfully obstruct': a police ornce
"while in the execution of his duty", or to "ossoult
any person With intent to resist" the making of a
lawful arrest (s.58 NSW Crimes Act).

Riot And Affray- "Riot" under s.93Bof the NSVv
Crimes Act occurs where 12 or more people tc
gether use or threaten "unlowful violence for a
common purpose", and where their conduct
would cause a "person of reasonabie firmness" to
fear his or her safety. The maximum penalty is 10
years. "Aftrov". covered by s.93C of the NSW
Crimes Act. occurs where lessthan 12 people
(including a person acting alone) use or threater
"unlowful violence" causing "o person of reason
able firmness" to fear for his or her safety. "Vio
lence" means conduct which causes or intends to
cause injury or which causes or intends to cause
injury, and in the case of riot. includes violence
towards property. Riot and Affray can be commit
ted in both private and public spaces.

For a copy of the Activist RightsHandbook
Write to:

"The Justice Commision
P.O BOX K365
Haymarket NSW 2000
(tel) 9281 5100

' -.-~
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ing some
thing that threqt

ened them, it's funny
how these people seem to

feel threatened when they see
democracy in action, when they see

that the students are getting a bit above
pofit themselves, we had lost sight of our 'rightful'

m a kin g ie. subservient place within the university hi
means that any erarchy. After 011 what isthe point of educa

notions of democ- tlon, if it's not to be churned out at the end
racy become subjugated of our degrees as pieces of "value-added

to the need for efficiency & re- human capital', as smooth, efficient work-
suits. erswho can contribute to the profit margins

Direct actions such as occupation can of large companies even more?
work to make these institutions, these profit- Of course many of us are approaching
making machines unworkoble. Even for just our ideas of education & its function within
a day, for just an hour, to stop the smooth society from a totally divergent view to those
workings of capitalism is a pretty exciting we are fighting. There seems to be little ne
thing. Causing rupture in the controlling & gotiatory territory, little common ground on
oppressive structures that we live within is if which we can meet. Notions such as edu
nothing else exciting. For a brief time at UTS cation for liberation, educotion as a means
we were articulating a vision(s) of what a to understanding ways in which to transform
space such as the Administration could be- society are not in the interests of university
come. Hierarchies had been abolished . : management despite their rhetoric they
(That is not to say that informal hierarchies have little regard for student input for any
didn't create themselves with all the toe- notions of real participatory democracy, I
tional hacks vying for their party's line to mean these kinds of things are in direct con
dominate) But in terms of the way that man- tradiction to their own six figure salary inter
agement at UTS normally run the place, a ests. And then they wonder why the kidsget
tiny 'revolution' had taken place. Asa group angry, why we want to reclaim some space.
we were making decisions together, each I think we need to see occupation as a
person able to participate fully in these proc- perfectly legitimate tactic & one that's sue
esses. This is where I see the value in direct cess can be measured in terms other than
action & occupations in particular. Theycan simply wh'ether our demands are met or not.
help in the process of articulating alterna- The 'success' can & should be measured in
tive visions for a transformed society & edu- terms of the collective processes that are
cation system. Yes, I suppose it is revolution developed, the 'damage' that is caused to
that I'm talking about. .. the smooth, the efficient workings of capi-

We became aware of the immense tal, the processes of politicisation that oc
power we can have collectively & saw the cur amongst those involved, the opportuni
potential we have for taking it further. The ties that are created to articulate new ways
extreme reaction of the police & the univer- of doing things, new ways of organising.
sity management tells us that we were do- Surely it's all part of an ongoing process?, a

process of transformation.

Out of the smoky
remains of an
occupation
comes...

DESTROY THE POWERS TH
CONTROL AND BORE US!!

3:rre
musings on the
point of occupation
& direct action etc.

In the aftermath of the occu-
pation at UTS, and believe me as a UTS _
student association office bearer there has
been considerable aftermath, the question
has often been asked by friends & aunts &
aquaintences & parents, "Did you win?, did
you get what you wanted 'i", When asked
this I tend to stumble around going "no, but
that doesn't really matter..." & being a little
unsure as to what to say. This artcle is basi
cally going to be a rambling, musing kind of
rant about the reasons for direct action, rea
sons apart from having our literal demands
met by the "..powers that control & bore
us.. ",

Ina society such as the one we are cur
rently in, ie. capitalist & veering deeper &
deeper into the corporate, economic ration
alist mode of organisation. A mode of or
ganisation/of control that gives ever more
freedom to the corporate & business sec
tors & the rich, but at direct expense to the
freedom of most of the population. The op
portunities for people to exert meaningful
control over their existences ' are whittled
away more & more. At UTS, like all other uni
versities the avenues for students & staff to
have a voice within the institutions that they
study & work within are very·limited. Univer
sities are increasingly being run on a corpo
rate model of management where they are
answerable & accountable to the holy dol
lar. This pre-occupation & obsession with

Freedom without socialism is privilege. Socialism without freedom is tyranny. Page 17 ~
• ~:f
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Fear offull fees stirs student anger against 'the

ofbrutality

The image of the student pro
tester is constructed to be both

N news focuses upon the im
age and once the image or the
sensationalism of that image is lost,
so in most cases is the story. This can
also be applied to the print media,
as they move towards a higher con
tent of visuals to assist in the telling
of a news event.

When the UTS occupation was
dismantled by force at 3am March
29, calls were repeatedly made to
all major media servers, to witness
and report the injustices that were
being perpetrated. Though thisstory
was high in sensational value (po
lice with dogs has a large drama
rating), not a single media repre
sentative attended. They would
have missed the initial clash police
made with students - no visuals, no
story. This is also a theory as to the
reason for the lack of any warning
given by Tony Blake to occupying
students; 1) the image of students
being frightened by police in riot
gear and brandishing sledge ham
mers is hardly how society should
see its police force, and 2) the
daily papers went to pressshortly
before the police arrived.

putting pressure on doors and the "violent
clashes" with security. Nine network has
been doing its best to create an image of
students that is confusion and disorganisa
tion, selecting appropriate footage to set this
agenda. "Some of the students did not even

know what they were protesting
about" was Peter Harvey's com
ment.

\
coverage to the extent of letting student
actually have their say.

Television news, being a different me
dium altogether, and much more visual in
nature, shines through in broadcasts shown
on the evening news on March 26. Thevisu
als were- concentrated upon students

Ties at the ready as police
prepare to face the students

Students accuse policeThese are just a few of the headlines that
have blazed across the pages of our news
papers in the last few weeks. You may have
noticed, especially if you were involved in
the recent activism, that the media is repre
senting protests and protesters under some
kind of preset context. There has been so
much reporting of incorrect facts that it is
enough to lose a lot of confidence in the
supposedly "free press". .

The mainstream media apparently has
an ideological aim of being a tool for find
ing the truth, but it can been seen
from recent coverage of student
demonstrations, especially the UTS
occupation, that news-especially
television news is looking for the "in
sane" In thissupposedly sane world.

Take the coverage of the
March 26 rally, The event was cov
ered in different manners depend
ing upon the aims of each particu
lar media server. For example, the
rally and subsequent occupation
was given minimal coverage ih 'The
Australian' newspaper, whilsta con
siderable amount of initial and fol
low up coverage was provided by
the 'Sydney Morning Herald'. This
gives an indication that the protests
were considered to be a local Syd
ney concern only, which is disturb
ing as the issues and demands
raised by the UTS occupation were
a concern for all people in Australia.

Different media tends to cover
the same event in different ways,
depending on the so-called qual
ity of the publication. For example
the coverage by the Daily Tel
egraph ("Cop This, Pal" and the
rest)tends to focus upon holding up
the authority figures, whilst ridiculing
students and their concerns by set
ting up and broadcasting any sen
sation or spectacle they can. The
Sydney Morning Herald in this in
stones did seem to be fairer in their

~ - ."If you're not careful, the newspapers will have you hating the people who are being op-
~~ Page 20 . ..'- •• '-
~"':':- pressed. and loving th~ people who are doing the oppressing. ' !\L k O!11 X.
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Right: an extract
from the Sydney
Morning Herald
after the April 7
action at Sydney
University.
"Search &
Destroy" is a
little excessive
don't you think?

_...--_.._....._-- _..

student anger against 'the greedy e
_.........,~~-r-..-oy---..:::--1~-o::'..--

I
I

Crash-through vote
at Sydney Uni
rings in full fees

,- 4 '

negative and violent, with students being
portrayed as lazy, unemployed and self-in
dUlgent. These images exist so that the main
audience - that is advertising dollars - is seen
to be the standard in society. Disenfran
chised groups such as students, Aboriginals
and the unemployed are portrayed nega
tively so rnot the news server appears to be
both independent and objective. Dissent is
pushed to the outers-others are those who
object to whatever is a set agenda by the
government.

Why students protest is shoved to one
Side, the method of protest becomes far
more prominent
than the far
reaching .issues of
education and
employment. Dis
sent is down
played "it started
as it always does.
students against
the government"
nine stated, the
alleged banality
of the protest
highlighted Just

.what the govern
ment would have
the mainstream
audience be
lieve-the status
quo survives an
other assassina
tlon attempt in
the name of
higher audience
numbers.

Set your dog on a Vice-Chancellor. Post-occupation "logan . Page 21 ?:P
';.Z::.-
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Y/(arshailing as an arlf:rm

useful tips on creative alternatives to marshallinf as a rally police'
Although this publication will focus on looking at how the UTS Easter
occupation unfolded, it is worth devoting a bit of space to the
intricacies of the occupation. On March 26th, over 1500 students
were able to move from the Department of Employment,
Education, Training and Youth Affairs (DEETYA) offices, past
three city blocks, and crossed through some quite busy
intersections, to arrive at the UTS Administration block within
the space of under five minutes. This was made possible by
marshalls. Rather than acting as 'rally police' to control the
crowd and suppress any attempts to occupy, the marshalls'
role was to ensure minimal police intervention when
protesters ran to UTS, and minimal chances of injuries to
protesters (at least until the police caught up).Within the
first few minutes after arrival, protesters were able to gain
entry to the Admin block without anyone being injured.
The occupation was on.

Despite the Australian government's promises of
freedom of assembly and freedom to demonstrate, in
NSW all mass gatherings of people need to have

.........~~ approval from the police, Notice was given about three
weeks before the March 26th that students were
intending to have a rally, and that we wanted to
march from Town Hall to DEETYA, then to UTS.

Riot grrl: a protester on the move

The application was rejected, ostensibly because too .
many police would be needed to cover the route, The
rally co-incided with the annual Royal Easter Show, and
although the showground was about 8 kilometres away
from the planned march route, the protest organisers
were told that no rally would be acceptable if it blocked
traffic. Police concluded that only a static demonstration
in a park or a square would be allowed.

A collective decision was made that the political points of
going to the DEETYA offices was too important to forgo.
An application was made to start the demonstration at
Belmore Park and then march to DEETYA offices, about
one block away. This was accepted by police and the
protest organisers were left with the problem of what, if
anything, we would do after that. It was collectively
decided that, assuming the rally voted to continue on,
that the safety of everyone involvedwas our utmost
priority.

Violence at rallies is an important issue to address by
any organisers of a demonstration, and a non-violent
approach was agreed to before the rally for a number of
reasons (as interpreted by the author):
a) aggression/physical violence at the March 26th rally
would only lead to alienation --which is against our
political motivations for protesting.
b) injuries to students or anyone would hurt the ultimate
political objectives of the protest.
(NB: Violence was not debated around the 'moral'
question, but rather on the political and tactical level -
many of us were of the opinion that what we are up

~ Page 22.s:
~~

... many of us were of the opinion that
what we are up against is a system and
a government that is extremely violent,
explicitly in the form of police, military
and other types of "o r d e r"
enforcement, and implicitly in the form
of supporting and encouraging
through regressive government
legislation (including legislation
surrounding education) an economic
and social order that tells us that we
should be feeling comfortable and
relaxed about levels of unemployment
of around 9%, a youth unemployment
rate of almost 30%1 and ever
deepening income, gender and race
inequalities. Confining our tactics to
conform to this system's set of Ivalues'
or "rules/ as to how it defines violence
seemed absurd. At the same time, if
we assume that one of the central
political objectives of the campaign is
to eradicate violent social
relationships in all forms, it would
have also been politically absurd to
encourage violence at the rally...
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against is a system and a government that is extremely violent,
explicitly in the from of police, military and other forms of
'order' enforcement, and implicitly in the form of supporting
and encouraging an economic and social order through
regressive government legislation (including legislation
surrounding education). These new policy changes, many of
which have been introduced in the last twelve months by the
Howard government, are taking place in a context of levels of
unemployment around 9%, a youth unemployment rate of
almost 30%, and ever deepening income, gender and race
inequalities. Confining our tactics to conform to this system's
set of 'values' or 'rules', and to how it uses violence, seemed
absurd. At the same time, if we assume that one of our central
political objectives is to eradicate violent social relationships in
all forms, it would also be politically absurd to encourage
violence for the sake of violence, or as an option used when
there were other non-violent options available.)
c) tactically it would not be smart- in a war of physical force,
the state would win. Concentrating entirely on 'military' gains
attained through physical violence would be short-sighted and
would not be likely to lead to building social support for the
campaign. .
d) frustration for most of us is the prime. motivator for policical
action, but a situation of violence motivated by frustration is
not necessarily constructive or empowering. An occupation like
the one at UTS was born from a high level of frustration with
the 'system' in general, but the occupations success can be
attributed to keep property damage to a minimum when we'
initially arrived, not because UTS administration property was
sacred to us, but because any property damage in the first few
minutes would have led to increased police intervention and
feelings of alienation by the occupants.
The first thing that needed to be done was to become familiar
with the route. Organisers walked the route three times and;
used maps to identify seven different strategic points where
traffic would need to be stopped. Approximately 50 marshalls
would be necessary to block traffic, to keep the rally together,
and to ensure that everyone would arrive safely. After deciding
on the number of marshalls needed, forty red stop signs were
made up out of plastic ·cardboard, thin red foam, a stick, and a
bit of paint. (NB Check out Reverse Garbage in Sydney for useful
material for project like this).
'Marshall' stickers and long strips of cloth to stretch across
lanes of traffic were also made up. "Warning: this glass door will
break if pushed on" posters were also drawn up for the front
doors of the admin (but were not put up before people
managed to get in.)
On the day, the traffic marshalls did their job perfectly. With
the total police presence being one squad car following the
rally, all protesters made it to the UTS front office safely, where
marshalls were present to ensure all entrances were kept open
and that no-one hurt themselves by breaking the glass doors. At
the entrance to the Admin block, about 20 metres away,

The March 26th rally outside the DEEIYA offices

Moments later:.. "Hey boss, where'd they all go?"

marshalls were again present to do the same. At
these doors security guards were present in front
of and behind a set of four glass doors, which
were locked and barricaded with a long thick
steel bar. When protesters arrived, the glass
doors were dangerously close to being broken
which could of caused a bit of a mess. It was in
the next 60 seconds that pre-planning and a
commitment to achieving the political objective
of occupying UTS administration building were
most crucial. This is also an important lesson for
any similar future actions: (this is the bull
through-the-front-door or butterfly-through-the
window question) in many cases the easiest way
to get a large crowd through guarded, locked
doors is to unlock them (this may take a lot of
pre-planning and require creative tactics, but it
can be done).

The central thing we
found in organising the
marshalling was the
need for everything to
be democratic and open.
There was no censpiraeg
no elite group of leaders.
The marshals merely
created a space in which
the demostration could
decide what it wanted to
do in the safest possible
wa~ For this reason it
doesn't matter if the
police read this article,
but it does matter if
other student activists

'I ' Page 23 ~
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The occupation of the UTS Administration building
and the demands made by the protesters:

some facts and background

When the administration area was occupie on e nesday, 26 ar
total of 20 demands were made. Many of these ctly related to decisions
made by the Federal Government, for example, repe qns
Bill and repealing funding cuts to legal aid, and were unrelated to UTS student
issues.

UTS has no ancillary charges under the new Federal Government guidelines,
unlike other universities. The general purpose fee for Union/Student Association
and student accommodation is the eighth lowest out of 11 in NSW and the
lowest in the metropolitan area.

Professor A J DBlake, Vice-Chancellor
2 April 1997

The occupation was not the so-called peaceful protest suggested by
students. Staff were intimidated, forcibly evicted from their workplace and no
allowed to collect their personal belongings. Confidential personal records were
broken i

;:==~'l= e es. 1
Council working pa , which includes student representatives, is exp

'_ principles underlying cl their possible impact. The Working Pa
for submissions from the UTS eo ~_

-....~iiiiiiDiiiii_......

The UTS Library wiLL experience some funding cuts, but not 14 per cent, as
stated by the occupiers. The Library cuts are the same as the Federal
Government cuts to the UTS operating grant and the same as cuts to aLL parts of
the University.

UTS proviq ,-. anpally greater child care arrangements comp ith
other NSW ersities. Since 1990, the number of child care places provid y
UTS has be . creas-ed from 40 to 12"0, plus the provision of a subsidy fo

ongoing operati ed the construes --==::=~Wl
care centres. ~

Get
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TS iversity Cou ., as se 0 vot of u front
fees fo domestic un ergraduates at a m ary 27th, the

k efore students re urned to classes. ice Cnancellor,
Brian Low, sub itted a motion which would have in oduced un er
graduate f or degrees by next year. He w the mo IQ asse. A
student demonst tion on the day inside Coun I1 cha e fore the

ecision to be pu ff. The Ad inistration have in ention d on
the iss three mont ice Chancellor Ton and

Low support etion of fees.
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Directly after the peaceful occupation of the UTS

administration building, mainstream media coverage of

issues was both sparse and sensationalist. Tony Blake

claimed that students caused in excess of $25 000

damage (SMH, March 30; even $100 000, in 'Cop this,

Pal', Telegraph April 3), and has attacked students for

violating confidential documents and student records .

Alleged property damage is one of many issues that

need a more accurate context. We need to write our own

histories of the occupation, and analyse its processes and

outcomes. With a view towards longer-term political

occupations and actions, I want to consider six working

groups that were established on Day 2 of the occupation.

On Thursday March 27, a group meeting was held in the

open area of the administration building. Protesters met

to discuss the occupation's progress and its

sustainability. It was proposed that mass meetings be

held twice a day, at 9am and 5pm, as a forum for

discussion and participatory organisation. The motion

was voted upon by all present, and carried.

It was suggested that six working groups should be set

up, to focus on: media relations, trade union liaison,

networking (building the occupation), the kitchens,

security matters (including property), and the space

itself (cleaning, possible group activities, the occupation

as a shared living space, etc). We voted to establish the

groups, and to make them a co-ordinating focus of

occupation activities. Groups would meet in designated

places; anyone interested could meet with any group.

We decided to meet immediately, and re-convene two

hours later for progress reports from the various groups.

The occupation population continually shifted: People

came and went, contributing support and solidarity

when they could. Regular mass meetings are a great way

of enfranchising people who come into a political action

some time after it has 'begun'. If actions are to be

sustained however, it is important to include as many

people as possible in all aspects of the process:

organisation, decision-making, communication, different

types of necessary labour. Grass roots, hands-on

locations (such as open working groups) where people

can participate in setting up a community are productive

and inclusive, and can inspire people to feel committed

to an action.

For activists without previous experience of meeting

procedure, meetings can represent quite an alien culture.

It can be intimidating to speak in front of many people,

particularly if the speaking list is an unfamiliar concept.

Procedural language can be confusing. Political

pressures might inhibit some people from publicly

disagreeing with others. While an open discussion

is democratic in principle, it must be remembered

that not everyone has a voice in open meetings;

and that voting and voicing are different things.

Open working groups - especially in actions as

large as the UTS occupation - can enfranchise

people who come with different ideas or campaign

experiences. If people get politically involved on a

very local level first, they often feel less alienated

from the larger political movement, and more able

to participate in democratic forums such as large

group meetings.

Inside a political action, information can circulate

in very diffuse ways. It may be difficult to get a

handle on exactly what is getting done, and what

has been decided. Many people entered the UTS

occupation without knowing where to direct their

energies ..It is crucial not to lose interested people,

when building a long-term movement. Although it

is sometimes expedient and necessary for some

people to initiate and make decisions in response

to matters as they arise, it is importantand

democratic to keep everyone informed (should

they choose to be!) about what has happened.

I think that the UTS working groups held

interesting possibilities for a sustained and well

integrated political action. They were partly

successful; partly ignored by people with different

agendas for action; and partly forgotten about by

people who had agreed to participate in them when we voted

collectively.

On Thursday 27 March when we held a report-back, it was

unclear how successful all the working groups had been.

Momentum had not quite gathered for people to follow up their

collective vote for the groups with collective work within the

groups. The media liaison group had not met, and neither had

the trade union liaison group. People who had been doing

media and trade union work kept working - but they did not

move their individual work into a more collective space.

The security group dealt with some ve9' important issues. One

was the occupation's use of downstairs space at the

administration. Among other things, the space contains student

records. It was proposed that we should not use the space. For

many students, a right to privacy regarding records (such as

those dealing with special consideration) is something that has

been fought for. Two members of the security group suggested

that the records were an ethical issue; on principle, we should

not use rooms containing student records. In disagreement, it

was suggested that occupation members were trustworthy

enough not to have to make a decision separating that space

from other spaces. However, it was countered that the issue

involved specific ethics rather than trust. It was impractical to

rely upon trust; new participants might, at first, be unaware of

group policies. We collectively voted not to use the space. We

also agreed that property damage was against the collective

aims of the occupation.

In an occupation community, it is important that everyone
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knows about previous collective decisions so that they can make

informed choices about how to participate - for example,

deciding whether they agree. We decided that new people

entering the occupation should know about previous decisions

straight away, so that they could understand the spirit of the

occupation and the history of its general meetings. It is important

for a political action to keep a record of decisions and broadcast

them to new participants, to avoid confusion over what has been

decided. An information desk was set up by the space group;

petitions, pamphlets, phone numbers, maps of the area, decisions

about how to use the building, and messages of solidarity were

placed on walls behind the desk.

When the' space group made an assessment of the administration

space, we carefully recorded all damage that had been done by

protesters during the entry. We counted three incidents of graffiti,

and one broken kitchen door handle on level 2. Ventilation slats

had been removed or bent to allow some doors to be unlocked.

There was no other visible damage, although we understood that

material on some computer desktops had been rearranged. Tony

Blake has recently posted a private circular to all students of

UTS, explaining the administration's view of the occupation

(dated 11 April. 1997) .

Tony Blake writes:

"On their return, [UTS staff] were faced with a major

clean-up and greeted with a violatio~ of property and
working space. Several doors were smashed in
addition to ceiling panels being damaged by occupiers
climbing into the roof space to gain access to rooms
and offices. Walls were damaged with signs and
scrawled slogans."

He includes a list of "facts and background" in order "to set the

record straight" about the occupation. False or incomplete

information must not become the generally accepted view of the

UTS occupation, however. The police entry on Saturday morning

actually caused a significant amount of damage. We were not indiscriminate about the action,

or reckless in our approaches to property.

On March 27 the 'kitchen' and ' space' groups organised cleaning and cooking, so that the

occupation space could be kept livable and self-sustaining. A long-term political community

cannot function unless all aspects of necessary labour are respected, valued and participated in

democratically. The networking group met successfully, and suggested ways of making

information readily available to people both outside and inside the occupation.

The working groups held great

potential for maintaining a

longer-term occupation. They

also represented:open, creative

involvement at local levels.

Within them, people initiated ,

actions and shared information.

There wasn't always enough

communication between working

groups and group meetings; some

suggestions fell into limbo, or

didn't get acted upon. However,

the groups were an attempt to

localise politics. They were a

crucial addition to mass meetings 

especially when political action

became a 24:-hour live-in

undertaking. For a democracy to be

sustained and strong, it must be

practically inclusive; it is not

enough to be rhetorically inclusive:

o

.. lVhell you are alone with your thoughts, how do you reconcile what you lutve done" COI1lIlH.'nt directed at TOIl Y Blake Page 27 ~
~.....
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I got up on Wednesday morning - FUCK - I was running late again.
The combination of queer time and student time c,:m often be
fatal to one's punctuality, I rushed down to UTS to meet my other
queer comrades (who, by the way, were also experiencing the
same time flux differentials) so that we could get Amanda
"Octopussy" Vanstone down to Belmore Park in time for the rally.
After we loaded her on to the truck, Christina and I had some
time to update our banners and placards which we had used in
the Queer Collaborations float for the Mardi Gras. The reason we
marched in the Mardi Gras was the same reason we came to this
rally. We thought that it was really important to show the inter
section between queer and education/student issues. Indeed, we
wanted to show that at times the distinction between queer is
sues and student issues was farcical. In this particular case, but
just as one example, we took the stance that although queer stu
dents were just as economically vulnerable as other students,
the additionof "queer" to the formulae made the education budget
cuts a dangerous concoction. Most students are more often than
not financially dependant on their parents. Most queer students
who live at home are not "out" to their parents. The family home
is often one of the most oppressive and abusive environments
when it comes to issues of sexuality. Therefore, raising the inde
pendent age of Austudy to 25 means that more young queer are
forced to stay in the closet until they finish their degree or until
they turn 25. Otherwise they are forced to forsake a tertiary edu
cation in order to move out of home to be able to express their
sexuality. When we consider that queer youth are disproportion
ately represented amongst the homeless, and account for 50 per
cent of youth suicide rates, the increase in the age of independ
ence of Austudy and the proposed Common Youth Allowance
(CYA) will only exacerbate rather than address this serious prob
lem. When we consider queer students who live in regional or
otherwise isolated areas, these changes spell a living hell.
I thought the rally was excellent. Us queers were accounted for
almost exactly (if you believe that believe that bull shit of one in
ten)-there was a huge show of support from the queer commu
nity, represented by about 30-40 students.
I found the occupation exhilarating, I was amazed at what people
could do when they worked together.
The occupation itself? Hmm. I'm not sure. Although there were
some attempts to make decision-making as participatory as pos
sible, I don't think it was ultimately successful.
Unfortunately/fortunately I wasn't there the night police came
with dogs and battering rams, but I think we should see that as a
victory and not a defeat. The VCs and the state were forced to
show the face that lies behind their veneer of rationality, diplo
macy and flexibility.

-ON:-I- How we organised ourselves and our activity was
an integral part of the UTS occupation, no less
important than our concrete political objectives.
We adopted co-operative forms of organisation " .which enabled things to get done, but were also
affirming different social relations in opposition
to the undemocratic, competitive and individu-

C''W alistic norms ofcapitalist society. The experience
ofcollective, democratic decision-making within
a large group was a pretty empowering one, giv-

~
ing a sense ofwhat it could be like ifsociety were
organised in a more participatory way.

z We held open general decision-making meetings

Zevery morning and evening, where we discussed
our strategies and priories, and in which every-
one had the right to speak and vote. We also ere-

0 ated working groups in which everyone could -participate, to deal with specific areas of work.
These included networking, food, media, our
space, and solidarity. We also reorganised the
whole space, designating areas for meetings,
games, chilling-out, sleeping, storage, eating,
studying, and watching films, hanging colorful

I-
banners we painted over the dull grey walls.

ZHowever, there were also problems with the in-
ternal dynamics. In the general meetings. par-
ticular individuals tended to dominate discus-
sion on repeated occasions, taking the discussion

Z
in the direction they desired, which made it dif-
ficult for others to fully participate. Members of
some political groups seemed relatively uncon-
cerned with upholding democratic process but

0more with ensuring that their agenda got

Z
through. There was also a tendency for people
from particular groups repeating what other
members had already said, apparently to give an
impression of great support for or opposition to
a particular proposal. There was also no avenue
for people to express their frustration with these
processes.

"Involving people who had come in to join us in

~
occupation activities, could have been helped if
these activities had been more publicised. Involv-
ing new people would have enabled us to achieve
more and reduced the workload on those already

rrtinvolved. Some of the hierarchies which devel-
oped in the main group were also replicated in
the smaller groups.

However, such problems can always be resolved -egiven the will to do so. One way of facilitating
this might have been to constitute a forum for
concerns about internal processes to be heard,
working group which could raise such issues for rrtdiscussion in decision-making meetings . If we
are serious about wanting to transform social re-
lations, then we must be serious about prevent-
ing the replication ofthese same hierarchical ten-
dencies amongst ourselves, as part of creating

I viable alternatives to supercede them.

-
-

• "N id 1 ° "~ Page 28 0 1 eas, no revo ution. Cr,U1C Brinion .
~~ .'
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Chris.

UTS crew

Stick it to the man ...

The Ocean, Travelling, Friend
ships and Coffee ... are damn ftne
things.

I think it was Thursday. Everyone had
been pretty busy for the whole day, and
no one had had the chance to chill out.
Around 8:00pm there was still a lot of peo
ple doing'occupation' work. I was going
into the kitchen to pick something up.
When I stepped in the doorway, it was like
walking mto a forest. There were about
seven or eight people there, all dead quiet

listening to a woman sing a song.
The woman was playing a guitar
and had the most beautiful voice
imaginable. It was as if the song was
in the air all around us.The whole
room was transfixed, and no one
was making any noise. We all just
calmly listened. It doesn't sound like
much, but the ten minutes I spent
there were one of my favorite expe-

- riences of the three days at UTS.

Christopher Tola BA JP
Proprietor of Yahoi! Surf

School®
Student, Facilitator + Rep

resentative for the Surfrider Founda
tion.

p.a. Box 104i, Newcastle East
Australia 2300

Voice: 049 - 262609 (oh) 0412
451474 (mob.) Fax: 49-561611

Dear occupants,

In solidarity,
Makoto Fujiwara

I'm one of the students who occu
pied the President's office at the

University of British Columbia in Van
couver, Canada. We were in the

office for nearly a week, and came
out just yesterday after receiving

incredible amount of support from
our students and tccutv in the fight

against fee hikes and the lack of
democracy at the university.

I fully support your cause, and en
courage you to hang-in there.

Date:27 Mar 1997 16:38:19 -0800
(PSn

From: Jonathon Oppenheim
<oppenh@black-hole.physics.ubc.ca>

To: the UTS occupation @uts.edu.au
Subject: support education or face

occupation .
You rock! We must take back the

power from those hacks up there,
whether they be multinational corpo
rate CEO's or their puppets in the gov
ernment. Long live the student occupa
tion! It is spreading from country to
country.

Solidarity!
I just got out of a 7 day occupation

in British Columbia, Canada and the
support that was mobalized was incred
ible. We will win this'. Not today, or this
week, but eventually. We are gaining
momentum! !!

Jonathon. Oppenheim

Even though I was only at the UTS occupa
tion for a short time, I was there long enough to
see how well it was organised and how aware
the students were of their surroundings. The
media made out we were trashing the place
but that was hardly the case. When I first arrived
on the Thursday night (March 27), a meeting
was in progress and basically involved all the
students sitting around, discussing how the day
had gone and their plans for coming days. The
same happened on the Friday night and after
the meeting everyone had dinner, after which
several students, inclUding myself, went into the
kitchen and cleaned up - we washed, dried
and put everything we had used back where it
came from. So many people offered to help
dean up that it was almost funny - the kitchen
was so small and at anyone time there were
about five of us actually cleaning and another
five or so people offering to help. I also noticed
that the toilets had been cleaned some time
dGring the night .. c fact whlcf the media would
not have beer. ir .terested In had they known.
The image of students as clean and tidy IS

hardly one thot the mass medic encourages
After dinner had been cleaned up. ' went outside and played cards and listened to
the DJ whc had set up outside the oorrunlstrotton Duildirig. Other students were
making fliers, talking, sleeping, making plans for Saturday, or just sitting around I
never saw any student damage, destroy or use equipment or facilities in any way
that could be described as inappropriate, I left UTS about an hour before the police
raided, and at that time the administration building was not damaged in any way,
and there is no way that a group of pecceful students (most of whom were asleep
at the time) could couse $40000 worth of damage in such a short time, as UTS and
the media would have us believe.

PERSONAL ACCOUNTS OF PARTICIPANTS AND MESSAGES
OF SUPPORT AND SOLIDARITY RECEIVED DURING THE
THREE DAYS OF OCCUPATION

~ Page 30 . "Students are in Control." banner inside the occupation
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Good Work!

In Solidarity,
Melanie Peppin

Cheers,
Paul Vince

To the students of the UTS occu
pation:

This is a message of solidarity from
one of the occupiers of Carleton

University in Ottawa, Canada.
We are facing a similar agenda of

cutbacks and rollbacks here. so it
is important that we support

eachothers fightbacks.

You have the full support of post
graduates at the University of South
Australia

Sorry I couldn't get this message to
you earlier.

Here in Adelaide we had a fairly
poor turnout for the NDA but the rally

4 went well and there was an overnight
'sit in' on the footpath outside
Vanstone's office symboliSing the plight
of students under the CYA.

From all the youth at
Yout Today, a bilingual
monthly newspaper in

Ottowo-Hull. keep it
up, Australia!!!!

Dear (UTS occupation)

So we hear that the cops have come up with a theory as to Why a peaceful
student demo turned ugly. Apparently they are of the opinion that the demo was
manipulated by a group of outside agitators. These agitators were distinguiShable
because they all wore black t-shlrts, carried khaki backpacks, and stood back from
any physical confrontation (preferring to lead from the rear). '

These dangerous criminals were also "seen by police" at the parliament house
demo in '96. And they call themselves the International Socialist Organisation.

As a member of the ISO / Socialist Worker Student Club at UTS this was one of
the funnier aspects of the aftermath of the occupation. Don't get me wrong -I .
was proud of the"way my organisation worked in the occupation. We were the only
organised grouping that tried to focus the feeling people had to continue the
occupation, in spite of the fact that other organised groups were making a hard
argument for people to leave immediately and "go out with a bonq". But
regardless of how proud I have to confess we weren't that important. We couldn't
have been - the demonstration and the occupation's strength reflected that
students have had enough - it was bigger than anyone political group.

In any case, the police theory couldn't have been true. Too many of my ISO
partners in crime suffer from dresssense problems. They wouldn't be seen dead in
black.

The LaTrobe University Postgraduate
Association whole-heartedly supports

the .attemptsof the students at UTS to
preserve one of the cornerstones of

a good and just society. Access to
knowledge and learning should be

available to all, not just to those who
can afford to pay.

Best of Luck,
Les McFarland, President LaTrobe

University Postgraduate Association

.~NO PLEASE: NOT~
:.rtfAT NE)(T WEEK 5 "

\....E(\uRE ON u1tiE END Of (LASS
\fAS BEEN POSTPONED foR A

weEK DUE To THE:"
PROPOSED
C:tENEAAL
STI'II{( .,

T.M Landers
*M.A. Student (Women's Studies)
*PGSA Executive Officer

feellll'l~ I,ME A"T THE UNIVERSITY•••

Dear tU,Soccupation)

Subject: Message of solidarity with
student occupation at UTS

You have the strength and soli
darity of your comrades in Wellington.
Stick it to them. We decry such bellig
erent tactics wherever there are de
ployed and as New Zealand has
been somewhat of a precursor to
some of the changes you are now
experiencing we share your indigna
tion. Good luck!

Dear comrades,
We had a meeting of Socialist Alter

native at UNSW today about
Bougainville, but devoted the first half
of the meeting to a discussion of the
occupation and getting more people
involved in the education campaign
more general,ly. The meeting unani
mously passed a motion of support for
the occupation and its demands, and
some of us will come over this after
noon.

On a related note, I moved at a
meeting of the UNSW branch 'of the
academics' union (NTEU) yesterday, for
the union to help organise the next rally
on 8 May. It was also passed unani
mously. The same result was achieved
yesterday by the ANU NTEU branch.

In solidarity,
Diane

ADMINISTRATION?? A DEMONSTRATION! Page 31 !!'
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REPORTS FROM THE TRENCHES

,

--
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The aim of the sit-in was to draw atten
tion to the privatisation, commerciali
sation and degradation of public edu
cation. We were there to protect state
supported education, an education for
the whole community, not just for the
very affluent. They'd be better off
directing their energies at the corpo
rate criminals who are doggedly en
deavouring to relieve the state of as
much of its assets as possible.

State Protection Group. Sounds
rather political doesn't it? Although
the infamous Special Branch was re
cently disbanded, it seems that the
Police Service is still being used for
political purposes.

So, what did I get out of it?
I saw that something

really could be done. The
resignation of years was
removed. I saw how every
thing I suspected about
Australia's slapdash, ad
hoc, sensationalist media
was true. How facts were
manipulated. I felt that
great feeling of co-operat
ing with hundreds of other
people, striving to achieve
positive change.

Waking up bleary eyed
after an uncomfortable
night's sleep to see that we
were still there is some
thing I won't forget for a
long time. Seven o'clock,
people stirring from their
slumbers, a few early ris
ers already quietly clean
ing or preparing breakfast

· for everyone. Us on the
wall in the newspaper
clippings. The media re
lease on the wall, "A New
Day Dawns on the UTS
Occupation". Surreal. A
feeling of quiet elation. We

really were there. We really had made a
splash. We made such a splash that
they sent the hard boys in. And all the
pretence that the administration wasn't
trembling to the bottom of their boots
is just that. For once they were listen
ing.

But, for me, apart from the many
concrete achievements, there is some
thing that I think is even more impor
tant. Words seem a little inadequate.
And it sounds a little airy-fairy. It was
just the feeling of unity, the positivity
emanating from that little enclave, the
orderly organisation, the quiet co-op
eration, the goodwill and
selflessness to coin a cliche, it was all
that and more. It's something that will
stay with me and many others for a
long time to come.

The spirit of the Easter Occupation
lives on .

briskly to UTS, surging into the Admin
istration area through doors opened by
students on the inside. Despite the
news media's skilful Frontline-style
manipulation, there was actually no
damage done to the doors: they were
not smashed in as the editing sug
gested.

Entering the main atrium of the ad
ministration area we ran for the locked
door of a Deputy Vice-Chancellor's
Office, to where the rapidly retreating
security had headed. Being among the
first to enter, I can say, that despite
media beat-ups, this was accomplished
non-violently, if forcefully. Outside the
office of the Deputy VC there was a bit

of a kafuffle with security but no
punches were.thrown, no damage was
done - well that's strictly speaking not
true; one of my sandal straps got torn
off. In a spirit of magnanimity and
conciliation I am not going to bill the
UTS administration for this damage. It
is, however, interesting to note that,
using the University's official Damage
Estimation Process, the total real cost of
this damage amounts to approximately
$27,400.

Pretty soon everybody sat down and
things quietened down. And they
stayed. Peacefully. Constructively.
Positively. Until 2:15 am on Saturday.
With dogs, sledgehammers and a beau
tifully ruthless efficiency the State Pro
tection Group smashed in barricaded,
locked doors, and it was all over in a
flash.

State Protection Group. Ironic that.

After a year studying in Germany, I
returned in early March, thrown
straight back into uni life, curricular
and non-curricular.

General disenchantment with the
continuing impoverishment of public
education seemed increasingly to be
reflected in a willingness to actively
express that dissatisfaction. More and
more, people seemed to be ready to
stop passively accepting changes they
disagreed with. In just one year the
change in atmosphere was palpable.

Germany. There, education is free.
Not just for undergraduates, not just
for the locals; for everybody. No fees.
As an Australian, with no family or
other ties to Germany, I was
able to study in Germany for
free and, as a student, I was
able to work to supplement my
savings. So, with my airfare
being less than a year's worth
of HECS, I was able to study on
the other side of the world for
less than I could've here.

The only fee students pay in
Germany is an enrolment fee of
between $30 and $80, depend
ing on the institution. Nothing
more. With the threat of this
being increased, as well as the
possibility of reduced funding,
German students demonstrated
to protect university funding.
In the middle of last year one
of Berlin's universities was
closed for days on end due to
striking students. A whole se
mester was almost cancelled.

Ordinary people, acting to
gether, can express their aspira
tions, can be heard, can exert
influence. What I saw in Ger
many confirmed that: we don't
need to passively accept deci
sions made on our behalf for
the benefit of others. We can
change things.

Which brings me to the 26th of
March, Belmore Park, and the National
Day of Action ( don't forget the next
one on May the 8th). Here were assem
bled over 1500 students from all over
Sydney, as well as from Wollongong
and Newcastle.

After hearing speeches detailing the
current state of public education in
Australia, the rally moved to outside
the offices the Department of Educa
tion, Employment, Training and Youth
Affairs (DEETYA).

Police at the front doors. More
speeches. More anger. Although of
itself of no great significance, it was
great to be expressing my disgust at
what's being done to education by the
Federal government, to do so with
many others, vocal and united.

Leaving DEETYA, the crowd moved
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On Friday morning a meeting took place involv
ing 150 students from all around the state. Step
ping out of the kitchen/cafe (where I'd been
spending most of my time keeping the occupiers
wired with caffine) into this meeting was to ex
perience true democracy - students untied to
gether working productively, efficiently and ef
fectively towards advancing the campaign. News
was presented from around the globe offering con
tributions of money and words of solidarity. there
was a buzz in the air - and not just from my cof
fee. It was from being united towards a common
goal, doing something we believe in. The meeting
finished, and it became obviously apparent how
unified we were as the occupation achieved a
heightened level of activity. Every space and re
source was utilised. Computers, photocopiers, la
ser writers and faxes were used. Postering,
leafleting, phoning and emailing were performed,
snowballing the campaign into greater levels of
involvement. In my six years of student activism,
this was one of the most professional operations
that I have ever witnessed and have had the pride
to be part of. There were no leaders and no one
was getting paid. This was an operation to make
VC's cower and for Gods and Governments to start
meeting demands. No wonder they used riot po
lice to break it up and used the media to cover
their actions. The amusing thing is, by taking these
actions they have only made us stronger, more
determined, more resourceful and more wide
spread. No longer were we centred where they
could watch us. Who would have thought on
Wednesday 26th on the National Day of Action
that this level of operation and participation
would have come about? I had travelled early to
Sydney to attend the marshal's meeting for the
rally. It was a standard networking style opera
tion. A couple of people informing the 30 or so
marshals who would inform the 1500 protesters
what was going on. Marshals were organised to
cover particular intersections and were given the
route of the rally. I was one of the six involved in
a continual radio headset linkup where informa
tion was spread fast and effectively across the
crowd. Amanda Vandstone commented recently
that the students protesters are just rabble and
mere ferals. I'm enjoying her incompetency in this
regard as the student body utilises technology to
make student protests around the world larger
and more readily heard. The student movement
is getting stronger day by day, becoming more
advanced and involving greater numbers. It is op
erating on a true democratic basis. Too much to
too many people for too long has gone on. Al
ready we have VC's starting to meet our demands.
With a concerted united effort we can have THE
GOVERNMENT (registered trademark) soon meet
ing our demands. Lets keep the pressure mount
ing.

..

Given that there were undercover police in the
occupation from beginning to end and that the whole
occupation was secretly videoed, the police were thor
oughly aware of the peaceful nature of the occupation
and hence, their actions were of a purely political nature
and show the extent to which the state wi11 go to intimi
date (or rather terrorize) people and attempt to crush
dissent. In retrospect, it was naive to expect otherwise,
so be prepared and know your rights !

After what seemed like a lifetime a police
man comes to tell us that the other students
have agreed to leave peacefully and that if we
agree to do so as well we will not be charged
with "disturbance of the peace", whatever that
means. We accepted with relief, and were let out

and over to where the males' paddywagon was and
watched while their names were called out and asked if
they wanted to leave. When they accepted, their sheet
containing their details was torn up and dropped to the
ground, while their photographs were scrunched up.
Hmm ... Now apparently one's details are supposed to be
"destroyed" in front of one. In my case, a piece of paper
was torn and a polaroid (which I did not even see if it
was mine) was scrunched up and when I asked if I could
take these with me (surely they were not intent on
littering?!) the answer was negative with a huge smile!
My protests were met with, "Look, you've got to trust
somebody sometime, haven't you? "

see a number of police paddywagons. The thought that I
will soon be sitting in one of those things is inconceiv-

able and yet, the males are separated from the
females and we are led into one while being
videoed and being asked to look up to have
some polaroids taken while going in. We were
taken out individually and frisked and then
asked for our names, dates of birth, hair colour
and height. Feeling thoroughly violated, I
imagined this is something like what being
raped must feel like and other such morbid
thoughts, as I was then not aware of the essen
tial reading for taking part in a protest on any
level, The ""Activist Rights Handbook".(Read
it.) Were we arrested or simply being detained
and what were our rights? A policeman standing
outside of our paddywagon wasn't sure either,
as he asked another, "They're not arrested are
they?" When I pointed out to this person that
we were not given the chance to leave and that
we were simply led down into the paddywagons
he told us we could be "de-arrested" after being
arrested which was something of a relief. He
later asked us how many females were there and
I told him the proportion was about half and
half and then he asked where the rest of them
were, something we were rather curious about
ourselves!
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Agroup of about eleven of us are led out of the
Adminstration area.
It felt thoroughly bizarre to be walking along with a police
woman holding on to the back of one's T-shirt. I assume
that we are .going to be escorted out of the building but no,
we are led to lifts and taken down to the basement where I

..........onstant screaming which interrupted a conversation
about a certain sleazy lecturer alerted us to the possibility
that it was all over, and sure enough ., we see police (with
dogs!) spilling into the building. I walk down stairs, even
raising my hands when I'm obliged to pass a policeman
who is not sufficiently restraining his most vicious looking
barking and snapping black dog on its leash, just to make it
clear that I have no intentions of resisting, and go and sit in
the circle where all the other terrified students have been
herded into. I look around to see we are surrounded by the
unsmiling State Protection Force, some of whom are
holding crowbars, whilst others sharply dart towards the
circle and remove anything lying near us. We are being
videoed from upstairs and I note from their ecstatic expres
sions, that some sick individuals there are taking great
pleasure at what they see. One student yells out, "We want
to leave peacefully!", while another traumatisedstudent
stands up to demand immediate medical attention as he has
had his backside chomped into by one of those dogs, and he
is ignored.

i...'-..;...../

As students are chanting rousing slogans in support of
a free public education a pink-shirted man (Steve "Grub"
Wallace - ed.) reads something out from a pink paper but
absolutely nothing can be heard over the chanting..Sud
denly, I am horrified to see that policemen are starting to
forcefully pick up students from the opposite side of the
circle from which I am sitting. What I see does not inspire
me to resist, should the same happen to me. I know of at
least one student who still has injuries because he did not
care to assist with his evacuation. Soon a policeman firmly
grasps a male student sitting next to me by both shoulders
and says, "Come on mate, you're coming with us." At this
point I feel so absolutely mortified, I'm ready to bound up
should anyone touch me! I suppose I should be grateful that
all that happened was that a slightly built policewoman
tapped me on the back (or did she just speak to me over my
shoulder?) and asked me if I would like to accompany her.
Well, I wasn't aware of having any choice in the matter and
said,"OK." I asked her if I could go and get my bag and
uponpointing it out was told I could get it later as all
property is going to be searched by police.

STUD-ENT NATION VS. INTIMIDATION. Page 33 p -
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DYSLEXIA, HYSTERIA AND ITt
EFFECTS ON THE MEDIA

LETIER re THE GOVERNMENT:
Dear Arnonco.
I followed your directions. Now students

have occupied my building. What am I to
do? I need your assistance in removing
Them, This is a iarge and ugly problem.

:HE REPLY:
Dear lony.
i have been trying for months to stop stu

deots from going to any University unlessthey
pay pay pay. If you cannot do anything
correctly I recommend that you go to the
police for help. I am also very very very dis
tressed at your implication that I am a large
and uglY problem. i have had enough of
people commenting on my dress sense and
my size. Fuck off.

LETTER TO THE NSW POLiCE,
Please help me, I here are students oc

cupYing the University of Technology Syd
ney building. I need your cssistance in hav
ing tt.ern removed.

Ycurs In Desperation,
Tony 3,ake

THE REPLY'
Deor tonv.
What the tUCK are IOU or about. You

Nont me to do what?!! remove students from
'he University. Are you a complete
imcornpetent? That: s like asking me to stop
people from eating in restaurants or not let
Ting golfers onto a golf course. Seek medi
cai advice.

LETTER TO THE GOVERNMENT:
Help. There are still students in my

odrnln.Ihev are not supposed to be there. !
want to go back to my game of golf and
have a meal at a restaurant. Thepolice force
are threatening to stop me from eating at
restaurants, and from going to play golf, and
refusing to remove the students from the UTS
Building. The governmert have also given
me a rebuffing refusal for help. Please can
you print something in the paper?

LETTER FROM GOVERNMENT TO MEDIA:
Due to student protests I have received

harassment in the mail from a particular Uni
versity abusing me' about my weight and
complete lack of dress sense. i want to go
out to the restaurant but I have heard that
the police are stopping people from eating
there so am staying at home

MEDIA ARTICLE:
Insults Wound Minister. Minister refuses

to attend any publilc forums. etc etc.

LETIER TO SECRETARY OF BLAKE:
Errr. '.what exactly isin the administration

office? Ihave been so busy trying to find new
ways to get the university lots more money
that i have no idea. Please inform me as soon
as possible as I need a substantial reason for
the police to act.

THE REPLY:
Well, Icannot give you

a full rundown at present,
due the students in there.
But Ican tell you that there
are files downstairs. If you
feel they may have tam
pered with them and if you
are having trouble getting
the police, call the military.

LETTER TO MEDIA:
Militant groups in

volved in student protest
and are tampering with
student files. Ihave the evi
dence from my secretary!!

LETTER TO POLICE:
Ihave received notice

that students are coming
back to the university!! You
know how I like the Univer
sity to look, good with cer
emonies and other events.
How am I to address the
problem.

THE REPLY:
Not you again. Bugger. Firstly you r

students to operate a University, Secor
have no idea why you want officers In
ernonio: dress. I'll compromise, Which lE

me to soy you really are fucked in the hi
Urgently seek medical advice,

MEDiA RELEASE:
Police attend stucer-t rally at UTS in

emoniai uniform,

LETTER FROM AVCC.
Dear Tonv.
We understand you are under a !(

stresslotelv and like the rest of us yOL
uniquely incompetent. But please, piE
stay away from the media you numbs
vou are making the Australian Vice Cl
cellors Committeeook like
aBOMBination. Please seek medical an
gal advice.

LETTER TO MEDIA:
Bombs!! Police called in to break u~

UTS Occupation due to a bomb scare.

I NI'SH6
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exander Cockburn.

denls

Thanks. See you at the next occupation. Page35 ~.
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In just one year, John Howard and his

government have increased HECS, slashed
Austudy and encouraged the introduction of
upfront fees for domestic undergraduates. More
cuts to Austudy, Ahstudy and the dole are
planned for May.

Tim Fischer: who?

Gavin Brown, VC of Sydney Uni: works
hard for his salary of $250,000 by doing over
time for the government to implement cuts, in
crease and introduce fees, privatise courses and
turn his university into a lean, mean, profit-mak
ing machine.

Peter Costello. The man with the money.

He is Australia's number one corporate lackey .
A real right-wing arsehole.

Kim 'Cr if Tears' Beazley: is happy
enough to complain in opposition, but never
forget what he and the ALP did during the last
thirteen years-- led the gradual assault on pub
lic education that has paved the way for the
Liberal 'reform' agenda. He's not doing much
now, but he would if he could.

Tony 'Police Dog' Blake, VC ofUTS: has
been giving it his lOO% best to run a political
smear campaign against students ever since he
made the decision to send in attack dogs and
police to clear out an anti- upfront fees occu
pation from his office space- an area that re
cently un rwent reno lion eo tin over $3
milli n. ound like a lot of money? n't orry,
the cuts of over I million to library funding
have helped mpen re. Upfront fees willhelp
compensate e en more,

---------

Ahh, Mandy, Mandy. We don't care

about her weight and we don't care about her
clo cs. We care about employment, education,

aining and youth affairs. She does n L

makes a mock ry 0 equita J , ccessible edu
cation. he i n thing but a social vandal.

Peter Reith, Minister for Industrial
Relations: TIle man who wants to make
working Australians pay for the problems of
the Australian economy. Young, old, male,
female - all will suffer. Thanks Pete. Thanks a
lot.


